Measurements of three-halves harmonic radiation (3 0 /2) produced by femtosecond, Ti:sapphire laser pulses (р2ϫ10 17 W/cm 2 ) in long density scale length plasmas generated from solid aluminum targets are presented. The 3 0 /2 emission yield shows excellent agreement with theories of the two-plasmon decay instability in the predominantly linear regime.
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The interaction of intense ultrashort laser pulses with solids leads to the generation of solid density plasmas 2 with electron temperatures of several keV. Such plasmas are sources of strong x-ray and particle emission with energies of up to several 10 MeV. In addition to resonance absorption 3, 4 parametric plasma instabilities contribute to the generation of suprathermal electrons and also lead to the generation of large amplitude plasma waves which couple to the incident electromagnetic wave and result in new, frequency-shifted electromagnetic emission. An example of such a process is the generation of light with a frequency of 3/2 times the fundamental frequency. In the interaction of intense Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser pulses with solids, this manifests itself as a strong green emission, 5 and is a signature of parametric instabilities operating close to quarter critical density (1/4n c ).
Plasma instabilities are an important topic for laser fusion and considerable attention has been directed to the question of energy coupling into the plasma and its potential for generating high-energy electrons which preheat the fuel. Plasma instabilities have been extensively studied for many years in laser-plasma experiments with pulse durations between about 100 ps and 20 ns. In particular, stimulated Raman scattering ͑SRS͒, where the incident photon decays into a scattered photon and a plasmon, and the two-plasmon decay instability ͑TPD͒ which is the parametric decay of an incident laser photon into two plasmons, are relevant processes. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In long pulse laser-plasma interaction, the dominant production process for 3/2-harmonic radiation was found to be TPD, which occurs resonantly at 1/4n c . 10 With nanosecond and sub-nanosecond pulses, the instability reaches a nonlinear saturation caused by the decay of an electron plasma wave into an ion-acoustic wave and a scattered electron plasma wave ͑Langmuir wave decay instability-LDI͒. 11 Time-resolved Thompson scattering measurements in CO 2 laser-plasma interaction experiments at 3ϫ10 13 W/cm 2 ͑with 2 ns pulse length͒ revealed that for times up to 25 ps, TPD growth is within a linear regime; whereas after 50 ps, saturation occurs. 10 However, the saturation timescale depends on the laser and plasma conditions and therefore will be different in other experiments. Typical TPD saturation levels of the enhanced electron plasma fluctuations for nanosecond laser-pulse experiments are a factor of 10 3 to 10 4 ͑7 to 9 e-foldings͒ above thermal noise levels. 12 In the femtosecond regime, however, the product of growth rate and pulse duration is much smaller, so that one would expect analogous measurements to fall within the linear regime. In addition, almost no hydrodynamic motion occurs during the interaction time. Although several groups have reported SRS-backscatter measurements in underdense plasmas (n e Ͻ0.01n c ), 13 to the best of our knowledge no investigations of 3 0 /2 generation by femtosecond lasers have been performed to date. This article reports first experimental studies of high intensity fs-laser generated 3 0 /2 radiation in inhomogeneous plasmas. We show that measurements of the 3/2-harmonic yield as a function of the incident pulse duration are in excellent agreement with linear theories. A 2-TW Ti:sapphire laser beam ͑center wavelength 0 ϭ790 nm, Fig. 1͒ delivering 100-fs, 200-mJ laser pulses with a repetition rate of 10 Hz was used for the experiment. The beam propagated from the last compressor grating a distance of 4 m in air before entering a target chamber filled with air with a low ambient pressure of 5 mbar. This was chosen to reduce the debris from the target which tends to degrade the focusing optics especially when operating at 10 Hz. Nonlinear effects in air and in the 10 mm thick fused silica entrance window caused a pulse prolongation which resulted in an effective pulse duration of about 135 fs on target. The p-polarized laser was focused to a spot size of (20Ϯ5) m with an off-axis parabolic mirror onto a polished aluminum target with 45°angle of incidence and with an aperture angle of 23°͑f /2.5 focusing͒. Nonlinear phase front distortions did not affect the measured spot size. For each laser shot a fresh surface was provided by shifting the target. Including reflection losses at the window and at a pellicle shield in front of the parabolic mirror we obtained an intensity of (2.3Ϯ1.1)ϫ10 17 W/cm 2 in vacuum, which is not reduced by ionization defocusing in air at a pressure of 5 mbar in our chamber. 14 The plasma is produced by a prepulse appearing 12.5 ns before the main pulse with an intensity of about 4ϫ10 14 W/cm 2 . This prepulse was generated by allowing some leakage of the previous oscillator pulse through the Pockels cell of the regenerative amplifier. In addition, we measured a prepulse at 4 ps before the intense main pulse with about the same intensity as the 12.5 ns prepulse by means of a third order autocorrelation.
The generated 3 0 /2 radiation was collimated in 45°o bservation angle with a second off-axis parabolic mirror and sent through a BK7 window to the diagnostics. The energy of the 3 0 /2 signal was measured carefully with a calibrated photodiode provided with an appropriate filtering and yielded approximately 100 nJ per pulse ͑average of ϳ50 pulses͒ into a solid angle of ⌬⍀Ϸ2ϫ10 Ϫ3 sr. Strong shot to shot energy fluctuations were observed. The conversion efficiency of the incident energy into 3/2-harmonic energy which was measured in specular direction is 5ϫ10 Ϫ7 . We measured also the second-harmonic emission from the plasma with a pulse energy of about 50 nJ. Figure 1 shows an averaged spectrum which was obtained by integrating over 15 shots and the incident laser spectrum. The spectral details varied from shot to shot but the spectral width and the center wavelength were essentially invariant. The spectrum with a full width at half maximum of (19Ϯ1) nm is centered at a wavelength of (519Ϯ1) nm with about 8 nm blue shift and confirms that the observed radiation is due to 3/2-harmonic emission. In contrast to nanosecond laser experiments where typically well separated red and a blue shifted wings are observed, 8, 9 we measure only a broad spectral distribution. For nanosecond laser experiments the 3/2-harmonic spectrum is explained by simulations including nonlinear TPD saturation and LDI. 11 Obviously, the 3/2-harmonic spectrum shown in Fig. 1 indicates that with femtosecond lasers a completely different coupling regime has to be applied. LDI generated plasmons are excluded for our experiment since this process develops on the time scale of ion acoustic waves ͑ca. 10 ps͒ and electron plasma wave propagation is not significant ͑see below͒. Assuming a direct coupling of plasmons and laser photons, the spectral broadening is due to ͑1͒ the large bandwidth of the Ti:sapphire laser (ϳ12 nm), ͑2͒ the plasma electron temperature which leads to an electron density range where the 3 0 /2 is generated, and ͑3͒ might be influenced by saturation which leads to an increased spectral broadening. Figure 2 shows the measured signal of the fundamental ͑open squares͒, the second harmonic ͑crosses͒, and the 3/2-harmonic radiation ͑filled circles͒ as a function of the incident Ti:Sa laser pulse duration ͑͒ for a constant fluence. The pulse duration was varied in the range of 135 fs-900 fs by choosing different positions of the compressor gratings. The measurement shows both directions from the optimal compressor position and therefore includes positive and negative chirp. The resulting signals were identical, consequently the generation process of the harmonics and the reflectivity do not depend on the sign of the chirp of the incoming laser pulse. Since the energy and the size of the focus were kept constant, the intensity is inversely proportional to the pulse length. The measurement shows that the 0 -signal remained almost constant, indicating that the reflectivity did not change in the applied intensity range. The second harmonic signal increases with shorter pulses, as found previously by others. 15 By contrast, the yield of the 3 0 /2 radiation has a maximum at (350Ϯ50) fs.
The key point in understanding the peculiar behavior of the 3/2-yield is that due to the prepulses, the linearly polarized intense laser pulses interacted with an extended inhomogeneous plasma with long density scale-length to generate the 3 0 /2. The mechanism for the 3 0 /2 generation includes two steps. First, a plasmon is generated with 0 /2 frequency by SRS and TPD just below the quarter-critical density.
3 Second, the 3 0 /2 light is produced via a coupling of the plasmons and the laser photons. The effect of plasmon propagation in the inhomogeneous plasma is generally important because in most cases the plasmons of significant growth generated by TPD do not satisfy the matching conditions ͑momentum and energy conservation, dispersion relations͒ of the 3/2-harmonic generation process. 17 We performed a detailed k-space analysis 10 for our experimental conditions ͑45°angle of incidence, 45°angle of observation͒ which shows that plasmon propagation does not play an important role in 3 0 /2 generation due to the short pulse duration and the long density scale length. In the following, plasmon propagation is neglected in the analysis of our data.
The threshold intensity for SRS is in general higher than for TPD, 12 but in our case the applied intensity is high enough to invoke both processes. It is readily shown for SRS that in the vicinity of 1/4n c the momentum of the incident light wave is almost completely transferred to the plasma wave. However, these plasmons do not fulfill the matching conditions for 3 0 /2. We conclude that SRS is not the dominant production process for the 3/2-harmonic radiation observed under our experimental conditions. By contrast, TPD generates two plasmons with a frequency of about 0 /2 which take up the momentum of the incident photon. TPD provides a wide range of plasmon wave vectors, which allows the generation of 3/2-harmonic radiation in a large solid angle and also in our geometry. The observed 3/2-emission is therefore assumed to be due to the coupling of plasmons of 0 /2-frequency, which are generated by TPD in the vicinity of 1/4n c and incoming laser photons. The 3/2-intensity is proportional to the intensity of the laser beam at 1/4n c and to the square of the electron plasma wave amplitude.
In the linear regime, the plasma wave amplitude grows from thermal noise level (n th ) exponentially in time n TPD (t)ϭn th exp(␥t). To calculate the instantaneous amplitude, we take the maximum TPD growth rate ␥ in an inhomogeneous plasma, given in Refs. 3 and 18 extended with damping terms
͑1͒
where k 0 Ϸ()/2) 0 /c 0 is the light wave vector at 1/4n c ; Z is the ionization charge state; p is the local plasma frequency, and ln ⌳Ϸ7 is the Coulomb-logarithm. L ϭn/͉dn/dx͉ is the electron density scale length at 1/4n c . The first term on the right hand side is the maximum growth rate in homogeneous plasmas (Lϭϱ) without damping. The second term is due to a smaller interaction range in the inhomogeneous plasma, the third is the collisional damping and the fourth is the Landau damping, which is negligible if the plasmon wave vector satisfies kϽ4k 0 . The second and third terms introduce an intensity threshold. A preliminary estimate of the amplification using Eq. ͑1͒ assuming pure exponential growth ͑ 0 ϭ790 nm, Iϭ2ϫ10 17 W/cm 2 , T e ϭ1 keV, Lϭ120 m, Zϭ4, tϭ135 fs͒ shows that for the experiment described here, 41 e-foldings are obtained and hence saturation has to be taken into account. In order to include saturation effects, we assume a saturation value for the plasma wave amplitude (n sat ) which is reached at a time t s ͑Fig. 3͒. For times tϽt s , the instability grows exponentially; for tуt s , the amplitude is treated as constant. The interaction time is assumed to be equal to the laser pulse duration ͑͒. The measured 3 0 /2 pulse energy for various pulse length is given by
with IϭI 0 0 / where I 0 is the intensity at a pulse duration 0 . Combining Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, we readily obtain the following expressions for E 3/2 :
͑a͒ without saturation 
cϭ͕4.98ϫ10
Ϫ2 ͱT e ͑ keV͒/͑L eff ͑ m͒ 0 ͑ m͒͒
͑ keV͒ 0 2 ͑ m͖͒͒fs, and d are fitting parameters. Henceforth, we will treat 0 , ZϷ4, L eff , and 0 as given and I 0 and T e as free parameters.
From b the intensity at 1/4n c (I 0 ) is determined for a pulse duration of 0 . ͑This may differ from the nominal focused laser intensity in vacuum due to nonlinear propagation effects.͒ L eff is an effective scale length that takes the oblique incidence of the laser beam into account.
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Interferometric measurements were performed with the second harmonic of the fs laser and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer in order to characterize the preformed plasma. The intensity of the preplasma generating laser pulse was varied from 5ϫ10 14 The thin and thick curves shown in Fig. 2 are the result of respective fits using Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ to the experimental data. A good agreement between measurement and theory is obtained in both cases. However, from these curves alone, it cannot be concluded whether saturation is reached or not. The first part in Eq. ͑1͒ is responsible for an increasing 3/2-signal with the pulse duration for incident pulses shorter than 350 fs, while for longer pulses the inhomogeneous and collisional parts lead to a decreasing signal. Since it is expected that LDI plays a minor role on femtosecond timescales, linear theory should apply to even higher e-foldings than for long laser pulses until the instability saturates through, for example, wavebreaking. The deduced intensities using 0 ϭ135 fs are without saturation: (3.9Ϯ0.5)ϫ10 15 We calculated the collisional absorption of the incident laser pulse for propagation up to the 1/4n c and found that it is negligible, but ionization defocusing in the preplasma is significant for the fundamental. Refraction of the threehalves harmonic in 45°by the laser generated density profile is negligible due to the perpendicular propagation to the laser direction. Estimates show that the intensity at 1/4n c is reduced by about one to two orders of magnitude due to ionization defocusing and therefore an intensity of 10 15 -10 16 W/cm 2 is expected inside the plasma in agreement with our measurement. The spectral shift of the 3 0 /2 radiation may be attributed to the ionization blue shift of the fundamental. The electron temperature obtained from the fit parameter c using Eq. ͑3͒ is on the order of ϳ230 eV. It should be stressed that even with saturation the duration of the exponential growth is in our experiment at least 80% of the laser pulse length ͑see Fig. 3͒ , in contrast to ns-laser experiments where it is approximately 1%. 12 Since most of the interaction time is within an exponential growth the fits with and without saturation are similar.
In summary, we have performed the first experimental investigation of intense femtosecond laser generated 3 0 /2 radiation in dense long scale length plasmas. The dominant production process for the 3/2-harmonic radiation is the two plasmon decay. The good agreement of the theoretical models with the experimental data-in particular the occurrence of a maximum in the 3/2-yield as a function of ͑Fig. 2͒-provides a clear experimental verification of the TPD growth rate in an inhomogeneous plasma in the linear regime-Eq. ͑1͒.
